NETA announces the updated ANSI/NETA Standard for Electrical Commissioning Specifications for Electrical Power Equipment and Systems

Updates to the ANSI/NETA ECS-2020 Standard include updated commissioning process and updated commissioning and inspection procedures for low, medium, high, and extra-high voltage systems.


The ANSI/NETA ECS-2020 Standard for Electrical Commissioning Specifications for Electrical Power Equipment and Systems ensures that tested electrical equipment and systems are operational, are within applicable standards and manufacturer's tolerances, and are installed in accordance with design specifications.

“The ANSI/NETA ECS-2020 is a go-to resource for industry professionals, providing a comprehensive electrical power system commissioning process,” says Lorne Gara, Co-Chair, NETA Standards Review Council. “The new edition includes updates on commissioning processes and commissioning and inspection procedures for low, medium, high, and extra-high voltage systems.”

ANSI/NETA ECS-2020 is available for purchase in the NETA Bookstore.
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